Mix your best.
Master your sound.

HD6 MIX

HD6 MIX

Designed to cater to the needs of the professional
sound technician, the HD 6 Mix delivers accurate,
balanced sound reproduction fully in keeping
with its audiophile heritage. Constructed of
rugged, lightweight parts, the HD 6 Mix is built to
withstand years of work in the studio. The soft,
durable ear cushions ensure a comfortable fit
even over extended periods of use while at the
same time reducing background noise to a minimum so that the user can concentrate on finding
the perfect mix.

Technical Data
HD6 MIX
Article no
EAN
UPC
Ear coupling
Transducer principle
Frequency response
Sound pressure level (SPL)
Impedance
THD – Total harmonic distortion
(1 kHz, 100 dB SPL)

505791
4044155087796
615104246508
Over Ear
Dynamic
8–30,000 Hz
112 dB (1 kHz/1 Vrms)
150 O
< 0.1%

Cable length
Jack Plug
Content of delivery

Cable 1: Coiled + Kevlar OFC; 1.5m, stretchable to 3.0m
Cable 2: Straight + Kevlar OFC; 3.0 m
3.5 mm straight
3.5mm straight plug, 3.5mm coiled plug,
6.3mm adaptor plug, 1 pair of velour earpads,
Premium case, manuals

Packaging
Packaging type
Dimensions product packaging
(L x B x H)

Closed Box
230 x 110 x 260 mm

Weight of earphones and packaging
Dimensions of outer master carton
(L x B x H)

1343 g
545 x 432 x 320 mm

Number of products per outer
master carton

6

Total weight of outer master
carton and products

11,312 g

Languages on packaging

English, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese
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Balanced, accurate sound with Sennheiser’s
proprietary acoustics system.
Crafted from durable, high quality parts to
guarantee years of use.
Elliptical, circumaural design for max. comfort
and excellent noise isolation.
150 O impedance for optimum compatibility
with studio and mixing equipment.
Single-sided coiled cable attachable to
either ear cup; straight cable included.
Comes with a premium protective case.

